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LANDSCAPE FIRES CRISIS MITIGATION
“LANDSCAPE FIRE VULNERABILITY
MITIGATION”
SCENARIO

A region/sub-region has suffered simultaneous rural exodus of the
working farming class – and luxury development by the often-wealthier
urban citizen; the resulting impact on the landscape and
people/infrastructure is on the one hand uncultivated and overgrown
rural and peri-urban areas which are more vulnerable to fire.
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On the other hand, there are more developments and transient
(tourists, seasonal) often urbanite populations who bring with them a
higher risk of fire incidents. Hence, landscape vulnerability is
determined by
a) the people and their activities (human factors) and
b) the multiple human and natural (including climate-determined)

factors shaping the flammability, vulnerability or fire resilience.
Now more than ever, does the intensity / severity and thus the ability
to cope with wildfire crises depend largely on proactive measures such
as prevention (reducing the source of wildfires as well as the wildfire
hazard, which determines the intensity, spread and size of fires) and
preparedness.
Integrated Fire Management Policy to address the (wildfire)
vulnerabilities of natural, cultural and industrial landscapes is greatly
lacking across the region. The second part of the workshop was to
identify the challenges in addressing this increasingly common
scenario.
The participants chose to further examine “Supply of Basic Services to
Enable Crisis Management”, “Policy Making”, and “Capacity Building +
Training and Exercises”.
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Focus Areas
SELECTED FOR THE WORKSHOP

Capacity Building + Training & Exercises

Policy Making

Supply of Basic Services to Enable Crisis
Management
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IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITY /
CAPABILITY CHALLENGE
➢

➢

Capacity Building +
Training & Exercises

➢

➢
➢
➢

➢

Self-defense: Improve knowledge on self-defense; build and
maintain self-protected communities & landscape; addressing
what does preparedness mean, and how can one be better
prepared? (before big blow-up / event)
Training and education: Training and exercise cooperative
between all EU countries, and at international level; train all the
involved agencies/ interagency authorities thereby enabling
working together and to understand each other better (currently
lacking); training for local governments on how to assess safe “fire
smart areas”; trainings on how to maintain fire prevention
structures; develop guidelines for stakeholders and share them;
raise awareness for politicians
Best practices: Share best practices; exchange of best practices
and adapt them to each territory; keep aware of new knowledges
& best practices (e.g. FIREWISE and English “FireWorks”)
Trust and confidence: Build trust between actors
Networking: Build a network of research/responders
Cooperation: Planning with local stakeholders, population endusers; cooperation between scientists managing data and Forest
Service (include legislative part); top-down meetings / seminars
(from policy community, w/ chiefs and FFs); annual local / regional
meetings before summer – campaigns involving all stakeholders
(emphasis trusting relationships) including municipalities, FRS,
agricultural sector / activities; define the gaps and refine plans/
SOPs
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Legislation and frameworks: Common agricultural policy with

Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)

Capacity Building +
Training & Exercises

➢ Policy needed to enable:
o Exchanges
o Knowledge generation / application
o Interagency cooperation
o Training/education: raise awareness
➢ Networks need connecting with local communities
➢ Empowered communities needed to lead to motivation
➢ Local volunteer groups needed to implement prescribed fire
➢ Personal communication lacking
➢ Recognition of roles of different stakeholders lacking
➢ Involve sociologists to help with society
➢ Identify synergies (too many parallel or under supported
efforts)
➢ Standardize levels of risk and measures to change risk level
needed
➢ Clarify messages to public from agencies – currently often
contradictory
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Flow chart illustrating important
capacity building processes
Build
Network
•Exercises
•Scenario plans
•Periodical
Meetings

Capacity Building +
Training & Exercises

•Focused groups

Awareness
and trust
among actors

Small window
of opportunity

New
knowledge
and best
practices
exchange

Build and
maintain self
protected
communities
and landscape
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

PERSONNEL

➢ Important stakeholders: Fire
service, police, land
management authorities,
conservationists, farmers,
rural residents, ecologists, civil

protection authorities, team

Capacity Building +
Training & Exercises

for fire prevention (include
sociologist and
communication specialists),
insurance companies
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EQUIPMENT &
TOOLS /
TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Need interagency shared
strategies (e.g. goals,
budgeting etc.)
➢ Guidelines/show examples
of best practices needed
➢ Include universities and
schools! (lacking
involvement of schools,
education programs, youth
and academic: potentially
huge and free/low cost
resources)

Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

Constraints

Best practices

➢ Tunnel vision
➢ Lack of funding for capacity
building – a lot of funding is
focused on emergency phase only
➢ Lack of legal and institutional
mandates
➢ Boundaries/jurisdictions hinder
response or landscape-level

Capacity Building +
Training & Exercises

planning
➢ Culture of dependency on fire and
CP authorities mean much less
individual responsibility is assumed
by individuals / civil society
➢ Lack of recognition, valuing and
partnering of existing civil-society
initiatives which are assuming
responsibility and addressing

critical issues
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➢ Integration of local
community concerns/needs
➢ Frequent (e.g. annual)
interagency meetings
➢ Cross-exchanges in training
(cross-border)
➢ Regional consultations (at
all stakeholders’ levels)

IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITY /
CAPABILITY CHALLENGE
➢

➢

Policy Making

➢

➢

➢

General: Basic perception of landscape including fire ecology/science;
basic philosophy / approach between emphasis on prevention or
suppression; culture of fire-use should be recognized / validated and
supported where ecologically appropriate
Critical challenges: Rural vacuum, jurisdiction issues, enforcement;
fuel buildup; planning, zoning, land-use, landscape change (fuel); “city
folk” make rural policy, resulting in disconnect between decisionmakers and farmers or other rural stakeholders: Policy vs practice gap;
overcoming cultural practices / norms and changing public perception
Stakeholder involvement: “Unaware stakeholders” may not know
their roles/relationship to fire issues (e.g. conservation actors); intersectoral coordination needs; (distribution of) responsibilities/tasking;
support of the rural economy by engaging with tourists, youth, etc.
Policy development: Windows of opportunity (must “use” tragedies;
consider policy may follow a 2-4 year’ process between elections);
consider “entering” at the right level; policies that allow safe fire-use
lacking;
Knowledge utilization: Reporting and data generation provide an
argument for action (knowledge = responsibility); include fire ecology
knowledge
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Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
Limitations:

Policy Making

➢ Bureaucracy hinders progress
➢ More field visits and reporting needed to inform policy process
➢ Law: Conflict of laws in themselves; implementation time / difficulty;
enforcement
➢ Underlying socio-economic challenges at the root of some wildfire
issues
➢ Policies are too general to address certain (esp. local) challenges
➢ Fire is not/ hardly considered in international conventions
➢ More reporting (also targeted) is needed for public vs. political or
internal processes
➢ Policies/ laws not implemented to encourage the planting of species
which are more conducive for sustainable landscapes; or, deal with
issue of unused land

Stakeholders Involvement:
➢ Subsidies for beneficial practices
➢ Penalties where applicable and appropriate
➢ Public education which included clear examples; measures to build
trust and awareness
➢ Focus on agricultural sector
➢ Protect vulnerable groups
➢ Build capacity to help respond to fire (to help firefighters)
➢ Inclusion (e.g. of volunteers)
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Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
“Rural Vacuum”:
➢ Research/Knowledge lacking; apply knowledge directly at
landscape level; “reallocate” experts/expertise
➢ Motivation (esp. for volunteers)
➢ Prevention activities at community level needed

Policy Making

➢ Unused land a hazard
➢ Payment for ecosystems services desired
➢ Valuation of resources desired

➢ Policies needed to stimulate rural economy
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Personnel
Limitations:
➢ Experts: general lack of FM knowledge and integrated land
management
➢ Gap: Policy vs practice
➢ Conflict of interest (for land use)
➢ Lack of will, lack of knowledge generation
➢ Policy legacy issues: policies attached to people (who
leave/change posts)
➢ Bureaucracy and fragmentation as obstacle

Policy Making

Stakeholders Involvement:
➢ Experts (e.g. to inform local decision makers) needed
➢ Who are they? (do they know they are stakeholders?); are they
motivated, interested?
➢ Trust of decision makers a problem
➢ Volunteerism under-appreciated resource
➢ No recognition of ‘social agriculture’ in FM

“Rural Vacuum”:
➢ Experts lacking, training too narrow, or
➢ Too specialized
➢ Lack of resources, economic and personnel (e.g. volunteers)
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Equipment & Tools /
Technologies

Limitations:
➢ Simulations needed to enhance understanding of situation for decisionmakers
➢ High costs of land ownership/rent acts as disincentive for production / use
➢ Insufficient reporting & data collection to pass to decision-makers;
recommendations need to be included
➢ Involvement of civil society (e.g. public comment) insufficient

Policy Making

Stakeholders Involvement:
➢ Subsidies lacking
➢ Penalties; liability as leverage – needs improvement
➢ More simulations
➢ Reporting lacking
➢ Programs to educate / communicate to/with stakeholders lacking
➢ Insurance rather than tax (suggestion)
➢ Local policy needs to be formulated by locals
➢ Recommendations from outside policy actors
“Rural Vacuum”:
➢ Incentives (for communities) direly needed
➢ Laws needed to govern /protect agricultural activities
➢ Subsidies/grants needed (for research tools)
➢ Lack of education or stakeholder cooperation such as through roundtables
➢ Need to involve interdisciplinary actors to explore various solutions
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

Constraints
➢ Lack of will: short-term vs longterm priorities (e.g. election cycles)

➢ Lack of education about fire
management, ecology etc.
➢ Absence of public pressure:
awareness vs. responsibility
➢ Policy too reactive, not proactive

Policy Making

➢ Experts (scientific) disagreements
hinder policy making (paralysis)
➢ Media framing setbacks:
misinformation, oversimplification,
uncontrolled messaging
➢ Lack of Science-Policy-Practitioner
Interface (SPPI)
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Best practices

➢ Lessons identified and
lessons learned +
implemented!
➢ Targeted round tables –
national and regional
➢ Train reporters (on how to
ask ‘right’ questions or how
to cover a story…)
➢ (Aiming for) Fire Smart
Territories + communities

Training of Command & control
IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITY /
organizations (multi-level, crossCAPABILITY CHALLENGE
agency and/or Cross-border)
➢

➢

➢

Supply of Basic
Services to Enable
Crisis Management

➢
➢
➢

Mapping: Risk mapping (including assets); link risk level
with measures/actions; fuel mapping; resource mapping
(e.g. water reservoirs)
Infrastructure: Coordination with critical infrastructure
operators; road network maintenance and signs; viability of
power services / supply of water (both linked); power cut
can result in water shortage
Engagement: Interaction between population and
firefighters
Training: Specific training of firefighters for WUI
Cooperation: Civil/military cooperation in medium to large
fires
Self-defense: Shelters for community & for firefighters,
tourists (including air conditioned to protect from smoke)
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Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
Risk Mapping:
➢ Standardization (fuel models, fuel types); association of EU forests
types w/ fuel models
➢ Mapping Services (also relating to above point)
➢ Risk Assessment, also for localized areas
➢ Risk Communication to public (guidelines, evacuation protocols,
regarding protection and prevention etc.)

Supply of Basic
Services to Enable
Crisis Management

Sheltering:
➢ Protection guidelines: From fire itself or from direct or dispersed /
transported smoke
➢ Identification of proper / appropriate shelters (consider also smoke
dispersal)
➢ Training local trainers: support is needed especially during evacuation
phase
Essential services:
➢ EU coordinated procedure on supply chains especially in crossborder or ERCC module assistance
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Training of Command & control
organizations (multi-level, crossagency and/or Cross-border)

PERSONNEL

Risk Mapping:
➢ Public or private sector should develop risk mapping plans
if standards exist

Supply of Basic
Services to Enable
Crisis Management

Sheltering:
➢ Local administration; forest agency needs to assume
responsibility for considering this
➢ Local Public services need to be included
➢ Volunteers from local community should gather, guide and
evacuate or train others in WUI
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Training of Command & control
organizations (multi-level, crossagency and/or Cross-border)

EQUIPMENT & TOOLS /
TECHNOLOGIES

Risk Mapping:
➢ Training, simulation, dissemination of self-protection
emergency plan to citizens needed

Supply of Basic
Services to Enable
Crisis Management

Sheltering (needs):
➢ Analysis software
➢ Maps
➢ Resource tracking
➢ Training local WUI communities to gather to safe spot (train
the trainers)

Essential Services (needs):
➢ Backup ICT and power system – e.g. generators (F&RS
should stablish links to the critical service providers; ad-hoc
networks
➢ Food supply
➢ Health / Hygiene
➢ Landscape fire engines (not only structure)
➢ Create ‘autonomous enclaves’ with versatility to respond to
fire
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

Constraints

➢ Temporal scale of events
difficult to grasp / plan for
➢ Geographic scale – some
areas that need ‘servicing’ are
huge

Supply of Basic
Services to Enable
Crisis Management
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➢ Lack of standardization:
guidelines, fuel models, (e.g.
informed by case studies)
➢ Language barriers

Best practices
➢ Volunteer involvement
➢ Replicating examples of
successes (also from other
sectors or countries)

➢ Establishing written
guidelines
➢ Self-protection declarations
or certifications at
community level (e.g.
FIREWISE)

Key Words
➢ EU support
➢ extreme fire events
➢ holistic fire
management
➢ EU community
➢ “fire-use”
stakeholder
inclusion and
innovation needs
➢ experts
➢ rural population
➢ rural economy
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